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Figure 1. SceneCtrl is a proof-of-concept system that enables efficient scene editing (delete, move, and copy real objects in the scene) for enhanced user
experience in various mixed reality applications, such as room redecoration and environment design. In these applications, the reality often needs to be
adapted to suit the virtuality. For instance, SceneCtrl allows the user to interactively select real objects in the scene by hand (a), then apply “Delete”,
“Move”, or “Copy” to edit the scene (b), resulting in enhanced mixed reality experience due to resolving the conflicts between virtuality and reality (c)∗.

ABSTRACT
Due to the development of 3D sensing and modeling tech-
niques, the state-of-the-art mixed reality devices such as Mi-
crosoft Hololens have the ability of digitalizing the physical
world. This unique feature bridges the gap between virtuality
and reality and largely elevates the user experience. Unfortu-
nately, the current solution only performs well if the virtual
contents complement the real scene. It can easily cause vi-
sual artifacts when the reality needs to be modified due to
the virtuality (e.g., remove real objects to offer more space
for virtual models), a common requirement in mixed real-
ity applications such as room redecoration and environment
design. We present a novel system, called SceneCtrl, that
allows the user to interactively edit the real scene sensed by
Hololens, such that the reality can be adapted to suit virtuality.
Our proof-of-concept prototype employs scene reconstruction
and understanding to enable efficient editing such as deleting,
moving, and copying real objects in the scene. We also demon-
strate SceneCtrl on a number of example scenarios in mixed
reality, verifying that enhanced experience resolves conflicts
between virtuality and reality.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in visual computing and interaction tech-
niques have resulted in a new generation of Mixed Reality
(MR) platforms, as Microsoft Hololens [11], that are able to
sense the 3D space and model the shape of the reality. This
significantly improves the immersive experience of MR appli-
cations, because the virtual contents can directly interact with
the physical environment.

The current mechanism works well for cases where virtuality
and reality are complementary (e.g., inserting virtual models
on a real desk). However, in practice we often encounter the
circumstances for which some incompatibilities occur and
the involvement of virtuality requires a change of the reality.
For instance, to redecorate an office, we may want to move
the bookshelf to a new location or even replace it with a new
bookshelf. Based on the current MR solutions, we will never
achieve the desired visualization unless we manually modify
the real scene by relocating the existing bookshelf, which can
be very laborious. Otherwise the bookshelf will always be
there and interfere with the new arrangement in the room, as
see in Figure 2.

To address the above issue with conflicting virtuality and re-
ality, we present a novel proof-of-concept system built upon
Hololens, called SceneCtrl, to allow efficient scene editing for
enhanced MR experience. The user can easily delete, move

*Please note that the Hololens images in this document are not cap-
tured through the device optics but from the device’s video camera
with digital objects rendered over that video feed. Actual display
optics differs from these images as discussed in the “Optical See-
through Experience” section.



Figure 2. An example of incompatibility between virtuality and reality.
(a) The real office scene. (b) The real bookshelf to be replaced interferes
with the virtual bookshelf using the current MR solution in Hololens
(captured using the RGB camera feed from Hololens).

or even copy the real objects in the scene, and resolve the
incompatibility with the virtual contents. This facilitates a
wide range of MR applications in which the reality needs
to be adapted to suit the virtuality, such as room redecora-
tion, environment design, etc. Compared with traditional MR
solutions that facilitate virtual content manipulation (e.g., ad-
dition, alignment, deletion, etc.) in a real scene, the core of
SceneCtrl is a set of intuitive scene editing tools that allow
the user to edit real objects in the scene. To realize these
tools solely on Hololens where only limited computational
power and poorly sensed 3D data are available, we employ a
set of straightforward yet effective scene reconstruction and
understanding algorithms. Based on the 3D sensing ability
provided by Hololens, we present a dynamic texture mapping
and blending method to fuse texture information onto the raw
geometric data. This enables automatic hole filling due to
object removal, and free object rotation and relocation in the
scene, making the edited scene visually plausible. We also
analyze scene geometry and extract semantic planar parts to
understand the global scene structure (e.g., floor, ceiling, wall),
which facilitates the part-based object selection instead of te-
diously picking low-level geometric elements as triangles. By
tracking the user’s hand position, our system also allows inti-
mate scene editing based on a gesture-driven object selection
interface.

To demonstrate the applicability and scalability, we evaluate
our system in four different scenarios with different editing
contexts, ranging from indoor room redecoration to outdoor
environment design. We also compare our results with the
current MR solution available in Hololens. Both the results
and comparisons exhibit the effectiveness of our system in
resolving incompatible virtuality and reality.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• A proof-of-concept system that allows efficient scene edit-
ing for enhanced MR experience;

• A set of novel scene editing tools based on scene reconstruc-
tion and understanding for efficiently editing real objects in
the scene;

• A number of evaluation scenarios with conflicting virtual-
ity and reality for demonstrating the effectiveness of the
system.

RELATED WORK

Enhanced mixed reality and environment design
In recent years, a number of works have been presented to
improve user experience and display quality in mixed reality
from different perspectives. The appearance of real objects can
be adjusted by projecting new light patterns based on radio-
metric compensation methods [21, 6, 36, 7]. IllumiRoom [16]
and RoomAlive [15] further extend the physical room to a
very large virtual display, providing novel user experience
by mixing virtual contents and real environment. KinectFu-
sion [14] reconstructs the scene geometry to allow intimate
interaction between virtuality and reality. Spatial augmented
reality could also be used to create a space enabling mixed
reality for multiple viewers [2, 37, 18, 31]. Head mounted
displays such as Hololens are becoming popular to enhance
the user experiences in mixed reality applications, such as
telecommunication [23], tourism [26] and scene editing [22].
Detailed illumination models are also used in indoor spaces to
create realistic refurnishing visualization [38].

One major application of mixed reality is environment design.
The design requirements have been identified [19] and various
design platforms have been presented based on marker sys-
tems [25, 13]. Users could use various types of interaction
methods like hand-held devices [22, 5] or gestures [1]. Fur-
thermore, to enhance tangible user interaction, real object can
be used together with virtual displays to provide the correla-
tion between virtuality and reality [10]. More details of AR
applications in building environments can be found in [35].

While improved user experience is achieved in different con-
texts, the scenario in which virtuality and reality are incom-
patible has not been considered so far. Our work presents a
novel approach to resolve the conflicts by allowing the user to
directly edit the real objects in the scene, enabling a number
of mixed reality applications with enhanced user experience.

Scene modeling and understanding
With the fast development of 3D sensing techniques, how to
effectively reconstruct the environment we are living in has
gained attention in the visual computing field. Research has
been conducted in different reconstruction contexts, ranging
from indoor room scenes to outdoor urban scenes. A com-
prehensive review of scene modeling is beyond the scope of
this paper. We refer interested readers to the recent survey
papers such as [4] and [20] for indoor and outdoor reconstruc-
tion respectively. Our system utilizes the spatial mapping
techniques embedded in Hololens for coarse scene geometry
reconstruction.

Color image mapping optimization for 3D reconstruction has
been well studied. State-of-the-art approaches based on con-
sumer depth camera such as [39] can reconstruct the texture
information of the entire scene by jointly optimizing camera
poses and image mapping. However this technique is expen-
sive in terms of time and space. We implement an efficient
texture mapping and blending algorithm that only requires the
user to take several photos of the region of interest, allowing
texture synthesis in real time.



With the scene geometry being reconstructed, how to un-
derstand the scene semantics becomes very important for
applications such as robotics, virtual reality, etc. Different
approaches have been proposed and can be roughly classi-
fied into unsupervised methods as [30][40] and supervised
methods as [9][8][32]. For our proof-of-concept system with
coarse scene geometry, we apply a primitive-based unsuper-
vised scene segmentation based on the built-in functions in
HoloToolkit [12], resulting in a set of global structural ele-
ments of the scene, such as floor, ceiling, walls, etc.

SCENECTRL SYSTEM
SceneCtrl is implemented on the state-of-the-art MR platform
Hololens [11]. Hololens is able to sense the real space, and
model the 3D geometry of the environment based on advanced
spatial mapping techniques. The reconstructed geometry en-
ables immersive user experience of mixing the real scene with
virtual contents, such as directly placing a virtual vase onto a
real table, without using any artificial hints such as bar codes
or other fudicial markers. SceneCtrl goes a step further by
allowing efficient scene editing. This enhances the user experi-
ence when virtual contents and real scene are in conflict such
as importing a new piece of furniture to replace the old one,
rearranging objects in the scene, etc.

The current system has three major functions - “Delete”,
“Move”, and “Copy”, which correspond to eliminating, re-
locating and duplicating real objects in the scene respectively.
To realize the above functions, we need to address the follow-
ing challenges. First, deleting and moving objects can easily
cause missing data that cannot be captured when digitalizing
the scene in the first place, leading to visual artifacts in the
mixed reality. Second, copying an object requires coupled
geometry and texture information, since the copied object
may be transformed and then viewed from a different per-
spective compared with the original object. Therefore, how
to efficiently process the visual information in the scene (in-
cluding 2D texture and 3D geometry) is the key of our system
that comprises three components: scene reconstruction, scene
understanding, and scene editing.

Scene Reconstruction
Our system is built upon the spatial mapping techniques of
Hololens [33] to reconstruct the coarse scene geometry. The
output from Hololens is a set of raw triangular mesh patches,
the combination of which represents the entire real scene (see

Figure 3. The reconstructed scene from Hololens comprises a set of
coarse triangular mesh patches illustrated in different colors. Patch
boundaries are highlighted as green lines. Neighboring patches have a
strip-like overlapping area in-between.

Figure 4. Deleting the baffle boards in the scene reveals the objects be-
hind, which requires taking photos of the blocked objects and synthe-
sizing textures on them in order to generate plausible visualization. (a)
The original scene. (b) The scene after edition (captured using the RGB
camera feed from Hololens).

Figure 3). Note that these raw mesh patches contain no texture
information and are only used for spatial sensing. To enable
novel scene editing functions, we also need to create plausible
textures for the mesh geometry within the region of interest
(ROI), which contains the object to be moved or copied, or the
objects/background behind the object to be deleted (we use
textured mesh geometry behind to occlude the deleted objects
to enable “Delete” function).

Thanks to the high-resolution camera of Hololens, we allow
the user to take a number of photos for the ROI. And our
system automatically synthesizes textures within the region
for efficient editing. Figure 4 shows an example for deleting
real objects in the scene. To observe the objects behind the
baffle boards after deletion, we need to synthesize plausible
texture information on them.

Dynamic Texture Synthesis
We employ a dynamic texture synthesis method (similar to [3])
to adaptively generate texture onto 3D geometry according
to the user’s perspective. The main reason is that the meshes
generated from Hololens do not contain enough information,
especially for darker objects or objects with complicated ge-
ometry. As a result, if we apply fixed texture captured from
one perspective, it can easily lead to visual artifacts from a
very different perspective due to highly distorted texture (as
shown in Figure 5). Therefore, we take advantage of multi-
ple photos taken from various perspectives, and dynamically
synthesize texture from close-by perspectives. We find that
plausible results (see Figure 6) can be achieved by directly
adopting texture information from close-by perspective (within
30 degrees), or blending texture information from close-by
perspectives.

Texture Mapping and Blending
For texture mapping from a single perspective, we simply
project the captured photo onto the 3D geometry using the

Figure 5. Directly apply color information captured from one perspec-
tive (a) to a very different perspective (b) results in visual artifacts with
highly distorted texture.



Figure 6. Capturing color information in perspective (a) and (b), and
dynamically synthesizing texture according to the current perspective
generates much better visualization result.

camera projection information provided by Hololens. Now
we will explain how to blend the texture information in the
overlapping region of two photos from different perspectives.
Note that multiple photos can also be interpolated by incremen-
tally blending two photos. In practice, we find that blending
two photos already provides good result, if the corresponding
perspectives are close to the user’s perspective. This strat-
egy not only resolves the texture mapping distortions due to
low quality mesh, but also reduces the texture color inconsis-
tency caused by varying imaging conditions such as unstable
exposure and white balancing (see Figure 7).

The key to blending textures from two photos is how to resolve
color ambiguities and interpolate colors in the overlapping re-
gion. To identify the overlapping region, we un-project the
two photos onto the 3D scene. We first estimate the corners of
the two photos in the world coordinate system by 3D ray cast-
ing, then compute the intersection points of the un-projected
photos. These feature points (illustrated as black points in
Figure 8) are used to identify the overlapping region of the
un-projected photos. Next, we project these feature points
back onto the two photos, resulting in the corner points of
the 2D overlapping region. Based on these corners points, we
can identify the boundary and inner pixels of the overlapping
region that will be used for blending textures.

The color of a boundary pixel is directly assigned from the
photo in which it resides. The color of an inner pixel is interpo-
lated based on its distance to the boundary of the overlapping
region. Figure 9 illustrates the approach. For simplicity, the
two photos are depicted in red and blue respectively. If the
inner pixel is closer to the part of boundary (highlighted in
blue), which lies inside the red photo while originating from
the blue photo, its color should be closer to the red photo, and
vice versa.

To achieve this, we sample pixels on the boundary of the
overlap region, and calculate the blending weight WB based on

Figure 7. Texture synthesis comparison using three photos framed in
red/yellow/blue. (a) The result generated by directly assigning pixel
color from the photo with closest perspective. Visual artifacts appear in
the middle due to color inconsistency among photos. (b) The result gen-
erated from texture blending eliminates the artifacts. The region with
checker board texture is not covered by the three photos.

A

B

Figure 8. The overlapping region is identified by un-projecting the two
photos into the 3D scene.

the distances from the inner pixel i to these pixels, as shown
in Figure 9(a). The weight of inner pixel i regarding to the
boundary is:

WB =
∑ j∈B 1/d2

i, j

|B|
, (1)

where d2
i, j is the square distance from inner pixel i to the

sampled boundary pixel j, B is the set of sampled boundary
pixels. The color C(i) of inner pixel i is interpolated based on
two sets of boundary pixels Br and Bb, which originate from
the boundary of red photo and blue photo respectively:

C(i) =
WBr

(WBr +WBb)
Cr(i)+

WBb

(WBr +WBb)
Cb(i), (2)

where Cr(i) and Cb(i) represent the color of the corresponding
inner pixel in red and blue photo respectively, and can be
computed by image warping using the perspectives of the two
photos. Figure 9(b) shows the texture blending result based
on the boundary-driven principle illustrated in Figure 9(a).

In practice, our system incrementally blends textures in real
time while the user takes photos. Only the photos in similar
perspectives (within 30 degrees) are blended. Note that we
have tried advanced texture mapping and blending algorithms,
such as Poisson blending [24]. But it is computationally too
expensive for Hololens (dozens of seconds cost) due to the lim-
ited computational power of Hololens (Intel Atom x5-Z8100
1.04 GHz) and the large photo size (2048× 1152). On the

(a) (b)

i

j

Figure 9. Blending colors in the overlapping region. (a) Compute dis-
tance from inner pixel i to a sampled boundary pixel j. (b) The color
blending result.



Figure 10. The blue part in (a) is a desk. But the raw reconstruction data from Hololens divides the scene into two patches (highlighted in red and
green) in (b). And each patch contains more than one semantic object, e.g., wall, floor and (partial) desk. The ideal segmentation of the scene is shown
in (c), but it is expensive to merge all the patches and process the whole scene. Instead, we segment and analyze semantic parts within each patch as in
(d).

other hand, our method allows efficient blending of textures,
providing immediate feedback to the user while taking photos.

Scene Understanding
Scene reconstruction results in a set of coarse mesh patches
with texture information in the ROI. Although direct editing on
the coarse geometry is possible, we can only rely on low-level
geometric elements, i.e., the triangles. This is not convenient
since the user usually wants to edit the scene at a higher level,
such as edit the desk in Figure 10(a). On the other hand,
high-level scene understanding can parse semantic objects
from the scene. But they often require reasonable quality of
the scene data, or computational power for sophisticated op-
timizations that are currently not available in Hololens. For
example, SLAM++ [28] relies on prior knowledge from a
database of specific objects, which is hard to generalize to
arbitrary scenes. And the detection requires fine-grained GPU
acceleration for real-time performance. SemanticPaint [34]
requires high quality geometry and user interaction for seg-
mentation, which will be challenging given the low quality
mesh provided by Hololens. Our major goal is to facilitate
the user to interactively select object in the scene, other than
recognizing every semantic object in the scene. Therefore, we
employ an unsupervised scene understanding method based
on plane detection and the subsequent semantic classification
(for ‘floor’, ‘ceiling’, ‘wall’, etc.), which is a good trade-off
between robustness and efficiency.

Similar as in [27], SceneCtrl is able to identify planar parts
based on planar extraction method provided by Hololens. Then
the shape semantics are analyzed from the extracted planar
parts based on prior knowledge such as plane position and
orientation in the scene. For instance, the top horizontal planar
surface above everything else is the ‘ceiling’. In contrast, the
lowest planar surface is the ‘floor’. The remaining horizontal
planes are labeled as ‘desktop’. Similarly, the outer vertical
planar surfaces are labeled as ‘wall’. To filter small planar sur-
faces, we set a minimal area when clustering triangles. After
the above semantic parts are recognized, the leftover scene
geometry will be decomposed based on spatial connectivity.

Figure 10(b) shows an example of coarse mesh patches from
scene reconstruction. SceneCtrl can label ‘desktop’ (blue),
‘wall’ (yellow) and ‘floor’ (dark green) as shown in Fig-

ure 10(c). Then the parts above and below the desktop (red
and green respectively) can be clustered. Finally, based on
connectivity, other parts can also be clustered, e.g., part of
another desk (red) in Figure 10(c).

It is easy to see that the desk is divided into two parts in
Figure 10(b) as Hololens stores the scene geometry as a set
of mesh patches. It is expensive in terms of time and space
to merge neighboring patches and process the whole scene.
Therefore, we analyze each patch individually, leading to the
result shown in Figure 10(d).

The current plane-based clustering can easily result in over-
segmentation. For instance, the desk in Figure 10 is divided
into several parts. To facilitate scene editing, we develop an
intuitive gesture-driven sketching tool to select an object in
the scene.

Scene Editing
With the help of scene reconstruction and scene understanding,
SceneCtrl allows intuitive and efficient scene editing opera-
tions for enhanced mixed reality applications, in which virtual
content and the real scene conflict each other.

Select
To edit the scene, the user needs to first specify the ROI. This is
made simple using a sketch-based selection tool driven by the
movement of the user’s hand. Since Hololens is able to track
hand position, the user can simply draw a space curve by hand,
and SceneCtrl automatically projects the curve onto the scene
geometry according to the current perspective (see Figure 11(a)
and supplemental video). The user can use this interface to
select multiple parts in the scene (see Figure 11(b)), circum-
venting the inconvenience caused by over-segmentation.

Delete, Move and Copy
SceneCtrl offers three major editing functions - “Delete”,
“Move” and “Copy”. “Delete”/“Move” objects in the scene can
cause holes on background scene geometry such as the floor,
wall, etc. Based on semantic segmentation, we fill such holes
by plane fitting. To improve efficiency, we do not seamlessly
fill in triangles for each hole, but import a plane to fit the hole.
The texture of the plane will be copied from nearby planar
background surface. The above approach helps to filter the



Figure 11. (a) The user can select object by sketching in the scene. The
curved sketch in red is generated by tracking the user’s hand and project
its trace onto the scene. (b) The incident parts are selected for further
editing (delete, move, or copy).

noise of planar surface and save time for filling every small, ir-
regular holes on the coarse mesh patch. Also, “Delete”/“Move”
objects may reveal the objects behind. Dynamic textures are
generated for the occluded objects based on photos taken by
the user (Figure 4). In addition, “Move” an object requires
texture update according to the current perspective. “Copy”
an object is similar to “Move” but no hole will be generated
because the selected object is duplicated, not removed. All of
the three functions could be triggered by voice instructions or
gestures (see the supplemental video).

EXAMPLE SCENARIOS
SceneCtrl can be used in a wide range of MR applications
where the reality has to be adapted to suit the virtuality. We
have evaluated SceneCtrl on four example MR scenarios, in-
cluding both indoor and outdoor scenes, in which the user
experience is largely improved due to the availability of scene
editing.

Note that Hololens is an optical see-through device that
projects holographic images on the lenses to render virtual con-
tents. As a result, the deleted real-world object cannot be fully
occluded by projecting the images of reconstructed ROI that
originally lies behind. In practice, the virtual models we see
through Hololens look a little brighter than those shown in the
figures, which are captured using the RGB camera feed from
Hololens. For the detailed discussion of optical see-through
experience, please refer to the “User Evaluation” Section.

Kitchen2MeetingRoom
In this example scenario, the user changed the function of the
room from kitchen to meeting room (see Figure 12). Based
on SceneCtrl, the user first applied “Delete” to the cabinet,
microwave, etc., and only kept the sofa in the scene. Then
the user applied “Copy” to the sofa and then applied “Move”
to relocate the sofa. With additional decorations, such as the
floor lamp and the flower, the new room can be realistically
visualized without any interference from the underlying real
scene. Note that the shape and texture of the sofa are success-
fully reconstructed. And the hole in the wall due to object
deletion is automatically filled. (see also the supplemental
video).

Kitchen2Bedroom
The user changed the function of the room from kitchen to
bedroom in this example scenario (see Figure 13). Unlike the
previous scenario, the user kept part of the scene unchanged

(a row of sofa on the right), and only applied “Delete” to the
remaining objects in the scene. New pieces of furniture were
added to the scene afterwards, including double bed, wall
lamp, etc. The virtual contents and the real objects fit together
well in the final scene visualization.

PublicSpace2Gallery
In this example scenario, the user redesigned a public space to
a gallery (see Figure 14). The user applied “Delete” to every
object in the public space except the white table. A number of
artworks were placed in the updated scene, including a vase
on the table.

OutdoorSpace2Exhibition
The user redesigned an outdoor space to an exhibition place in
this example scenario (see Figure 15). To create the space for
the exhibition booth, the obstacles in the middle of the scene
(highlighted in blue) were removed by the “Delete” function.
An exhibition booth was placed there instead. Note that out-
door scene is large and we do not need to reconstruct the
geometry of the entire scene. In the case, only the floor and
the front part of brushwood (framed in red boxes) were recon-
structed.

Comparison
To highlight the effectiveness of SceneCtrl, we show a com-
parison with the state-of-the-art MR solution (i.e., Hololens)
based on the Kitchen2Bedroom example. Figure 16(a) shows
the MR experience in Hololens. The virtual bed can easily col-
lide with the real sofa and cabinet in the scene due to the lack
of empty space. A naive way to eliminate collision is to apply
traditional AR solution, i.e., impose virtual models on top of
the real scene, as shown in Figure 16(b). However, this leads
to the well-known spatial ambiguity. Specifically, the spatial
relation between the bed and the cabinet is confusing. They
are both aligned to the wall but the bed appears to be in front
of the cabinet. Figure 16(c) shows the enhanced mixed reality
experience enabled by SceneCtrl, where the bed naturally fits
into the scene.

USER EVALUATION
To evaluate SceneCtrl, we recruited 10 volunteers on campus
(ages 20 – 30, 4 female). Only one participant had experi-
ence of using Hololens before (played a simple game with
Hololens). Participants used our system in two different sce-
narios as shown in Figure 12 (#1) and Figure 14 (#2).

Procedure
We demonstrated the type of task to the participants via our
supplemental video, then let them try our system with step
by step guidance. Most novice users could learn the editing
functions in 15 minutes.

After they became familiar with the system, they were asked
to redecorate the corresponding room by referring to Fig-
ure 12, 13 or 14 respectively. The users were encouraged
to freely edit the scene, such as copy and move different real
objects or add virtual models they favored.

Immediately following the testing, we asked the participants
to fill out a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [17],



Figure 12. Example Scenario 1 - Kitchen2MeetingRoom. The user rearranges a kitchen into a meeting room (the result image is captured using the
RGB camera feed from Hololens).

Figure 13. Example Scenario 2 - Kitchen2Bedroom. The user changed the room function from kitchen to bedroom (the result image is captured using
the RGB camera feed from Hololens).

Figure 14. Example Scenario 3 - PublicSpace2Gallery. The user redesigned a public space to a gallery (the result image is captured using the RGB
camera feed from Hololens).

Figure 15. Example Scenario 4 - OutdoorSpace2Exhibition. The user rearranged an outdoor space to an exhibition place (the result image is captured
using the RGB camera feed from Hololens).

Figure 16. Comparison between different MR experiences. (a) Virtual models (the bed) can collide with the real objects (the sofa) in the current mixed
reality solution in Hololens. (b) Overlay virtual models on top of real scene results in ambiguous spatial relation. The bed is actually aligned to the wall
as the cabinet, but it looks like in front of the cabinet. (c) Enhanced mixed reality experience enabled by SceneCtrl. Cabinet and sofa are deleted from
the scene. (Images are captured using the RGB camera feed from Hololens.)



Scene 1

I felt sick

The visual effect was good

It was fun

I redesigned the scene quickly

It was difficult for use

It was useful

Overall satisfaction

Scene 2

Disagree Neutral Agree Disagree Neutral Agree

Figure 17. Mean rating of two scenes in the user study. Participants
rated eight questions on a five point Likert scale from “strongly disagree”
to “strongly agree”.

evaluating their overall comfort level. Then the participants
were asked to rate the “overall satisfaction” and other questions
regarding system usefulness, usability, enjoyment and visual
experience for their scenarios.

Results & Feedback
Participants responded positively to the system. As expected,
no participant felt sick during the editing (see Figure 17) and
the mean value of total SSQ score is 5.98 as shown in Fig-
ure 18, which is much lower than the normal ranges for playing
stereoscopic video games [29]. This is because participants do
not have big movements in our case. In addition, they could
see the real world through Hololens, which helps to decrease
nausea and disorientation. The most uncomfortable parts are
related with Oculomotor and female is more sensitive.

In general, all the participants think SceneCtrl is useful and
the editing process is fun (see Figure 17). Some participants
said "It looks like I really moved the sofa/table.", "It is cool
that I can delete real objects."

DISCUSSIONS

Optical See-through Experience
Due to the optical see-through principle of Hololens, when
“deleting” a real object in the scene, the reconstructed ROI be-
hind cannot fully occlude the deleted object in front. However,
brighter ROI provides better occlusions. In practice, partic-
ipants tend to be attracted by the reconstructed ROI and the
ghost of deleted object is ignored. All the participants ex-
pressed that the edited scene was visually plausible. However
as expected, the visual experience of the second scene is not
so good as the first one (see Figure 17). This is because the
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Figure 18. Mean values of SSQ (error bars show 95% CI).

Figure 19. The internal mechanism of Hololens can cause unwanted vi-
sual artifacts when mixing virtuality and reality. (a) Brighter objects in
the real scene such as the computer display can still be perceived behind
darker virtual models, but will be occluded by virtual models in bright
color as in (b). However, darker objects in the real scene can be eas-
ily occluded by virtual content, such as the powered off monitor on the
right of (a), compared with the computer display on the left. (Images are
captured using the RGB camera feed from Hololens.)

ROI behind the deleted object is dark, which results in weaker
occlusion. Finally, the field of view of Hololens is limited.
But most participants did not complain about this. Only one
participant who wore glasses mentioned this problem, since
glasses enlarged the distance between eyes and lenses.

Limitations
While SceneCtrl creates an enhanced MR experience when
virtuality and reality are in conflict, the current implementation
still has some limitations.

First, due to the low quality of the reconstructed scene geom-
etry from Hololens, we allow the user to take photos for the
ROI to generate plausible textures for the editing purpose. If
the user observes the new scene in a significantly different
perspective from those of the photos, there will be noticeable
visual artifacts caused by distorted textures. Capturing more
photos can alleviate this effect but requires extra user effort.

Also, as discussed before, the user’s visual experience can be
affected by the optical see-through characteristics of Hololens.
The main challenge we found is that the deleted real objects,
especially those bright ones, can still appear ghosted in the
resulting visualization, even if they are occluded by some
virtual models (as highlighted in Figure 19).

Finally, the lighting condition in the scene is taken into account
by allowing the user to manually add and adjust light source.
This relies on the user’s expertise and may lead to unrealistic
illumination effects. Advanced inverse rendering technique
could be further applied to faithfully estimate the lighting
condition, but is beyond the scope of this paper.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we present a novel system, called SceneCtrl,
to allow efficient scene editing for enhanced mixed reality.
The ability of interactively deleting, moving and copying real
objects in the scene eliminates the collision and inconsistency
between virtuality and reality and significantly improves the
user experience. The editing functions are made possible
by effective scene reconstruction and understanding, and an
intuitive gesture-based object selection tool. We demonstrate
SceneCtrl on various example scenarios to verify its usefulness
for resolving conflicts between virtuality and reality.



In the future, we would like to employ state-of-the-art scene un-
derstanding techniques to analyze the semantics of the objects
(e.g., chair, table) in the scene. This would further improve
the efficiency of scene editing, such as object selection and
removal.
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